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Topical Importance:  This diploma paper is devoted to the cognitive-

semantic analysis of ditransitive construction, to identifying the mechanisms of 

correlations between the proposition of the construction and semantic structure  of 

the verb. Cognitive-semantic interpretation of the expressions created on the basis 

of ditransitive construction allows to identify the cases when the semantic structure 

and syntactic valence of verbs are modified by the syntactic structure and semantic 

properties of the construction. 

Goal: The major goal of this study is an attempt to carry out a cognitive-

semantic analysis and to study alterations in the semantic structure of ditransitive 

constructions. 

Tasks: There is a number of tasks one should accomplish to achieve the above set 

goal: 

- to identify the lexical-semantic structure of ditransitive construction; 

- to present a conceptual structure of the construction; 

- to reveal the semantic parameters and role structure of the ditransitive 

construction; 

- to identify the elements of meaning on the level of implication; 

- to designate and classify the types of semantic representations of the  

ditransitive construction; 

- to define the role of obligatory and optional semantic parameters and 

conceptual metaphors in the modification of ditransitive construction 

semantics. 

Theoretical value: this study contributes to the development of a number of 

particular issues related to the problem of ditransitivity, the semantic and 

conceptual parameters underlying the polysemy of semantics and pragmatics of the 

utterances formed on the basis of the ditransitive construction.     

Practical applicability: the results of this study can be used in the linguistic works 

devoted to the problems of idiomatic grammar constructions; for the lecture course 

in theoretical grammar, cognitive linguistics and in the translational linguistics.  

Results: during the research it has been found out that the ditransitive construction 

had a wide variety of semantic representations motivated by the conceptual 

schemes and metaphors. The identified semantic representations are actualized in 

two modes related to (1) the event of delivery and (2) the event of communication.   

Implementation advice: The data of the conducted research can be used at the 

lectures and seminars in theoretical linguistics.  

 


